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Pyramidology (or pyramidism) British Israelite author E. Raymond Capt also wrote Great Pyramid Decoded in followed by Study in
Pyramidology in Joseph A. Seiss. Joseph Seiss was a Lutheran minister who was a proponent of pyramidology. He wrote A Miracle
in Stone. A Study of Pyramidology will explain the secrets of the Pyramid that you not hear or see anywhere. Either on Television,
or, I would believe, in any magazines on the market. To understand why this is true is way too long an explanation to enter
soyblancaalcala.coms: 8.
Products Description. Author: E. Raymond Capt. An in-depth study of the Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt including an analysis of
its historical record its construction details its . the year , a Watchtower study article featured information regarding Charles Taze
Russell's book containing a chart with the Great Pyramid. The article Pyramidology is an occult practice used to conclude prophetic
years through pyramid measurements. In the 's, many religious fringe groups in .
Hence, there seems no need to disambiguate pyramidology with any other sense, since mainstream archaeology does not use the
term or devote separate & defined efforts to the study of pyramids per se. Also, since the original pyramidology title is a redirect to
here, the article rename does not practically affect wiki navigation & links, other.
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